
 
VISION  

We see Argyle as home to a healthy and thriving rural population. Our municipality promotes and supports economic and social 

opportunities for the region and engages in the active expression of our unique Acadian heritage. We are a place of choice for 

rural living and are widely recognized for our warm hospitality and joie de vivre. Surrounded by fresh air and cool ocean 

breezes, we work and play in the great outdoors. People choose to live in Argyle because of our commitment to each other, to 

our community and to our neighbors. Argyle is a place we are proud to call home. 

 

Background: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

On August 22, 2019, Warden Muise and I received the following message from the students 

working at the Conseil Acadien de Par-en-Bas: 

 

Bonjour, 

Un de nos tâches de notre emploi d'été au CAPEB était d'aller alentour de la municipalité 

d'Argyle est écrire dans un tableau excel quel panneaux routiers sont bilingue, seulement 

anglais ou seulement français. Pour le Congrès Mondiale Acadien qui s'en vient en 2024, les 

membres du comité du CMA Clargyle aimeraient changer les panneaux routiers dans la 

municipalité d'Argyle alors qu'ils sont tous bilingue avant 2024. Sur ce courriel est un fichier 

excel avec tous les panneaux routiers. Ce fichier explique les panneaux routiers qui sont là 

maintenant. Nous avons aussi des photos de chaque panneau.  Si vous voulez les photos ou 

d'autres informations n'hésitez à nous contacter au CAPEB. 

Merci,  Fallon Moulaison et Dominique Boudreau       

 

Loose translation is that the CAPEB engaged these two students to examine all road signs in 

Argyle, identifying which were unilingual English, unilingual French or bilingual.  The 

CAPEB’s goal is to have all signs bilingual by the CMA 2024 and are asking for our assistance 

in this matter. 

 

Historical context 

 

This is not the first time CAPEB has asked the Municipality for assistance in this matter.  In 

fact, the lack of bilingual signage has been a priority of the CAPEB since the nineties.  There is 

a history of francophone roads being anglicized by DOT many years ago.  Some residents still 

remember.  Unfortunately, many of those roads have had the new name for many years, and the 

identity of that road is now the anglophone expression of the name. 

 

While this is a concern for the CAPEB, they cannot request the name changes on these roads 

directly to the Department of Transportation & Infrastructure Renewal.  It must come from the 

Municipality, even if it is simply adding Chemin to the name (ie Chemin Tittle Road).  Our 

experience with these projects is that they require the interest of DOT, and a close coordination 
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to ensure what we desire is ordered and erected.  Our previous efforts did not result in 100% 

implementation, as evidenced by the list provided by the CAPEB (attached) 

 

MGA considerations:__________________________________________________________ 
 

None, there are no apparent costs to the Municipality.  There may be cost constraints on the 

Department of Transportation & Infrastructure Renewal, we understood directly from TIR at a 

previous meeting with them, that with limited budgets, signage needs have not been addressed 

as in the past. 
 

Matters for Council to consider:________________________________________________ 
 

• Language, culture and tourism – Clearly this is the area that CAPEB is focusing on – to 

increase awareness that our communities are bilingual, and to celebrate that through ensuring 

our road signage is bilingual.  Particularly relevant is the CMA 2024, that will bring tens of 

thousands of visitors in the area.  While there may be budget restrictions at the Provincial level 

to address this all at once, this project is likely a multi year project, and could attract funding 

from francophone departments such as Acadian Affairs, or other avenues in light of the major 

tourism impact of this event. 

• Safety – One of our fundamental priorities is the safety of our residents.  When considering 

signage name changes that are more than just adding chemin, we need to understand the impact 

on emergency services, and their ability to find those residents on that street.  The Department 

of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal shares those concerns, and while there is a policy 

in place provincially for bilingual signage, we must take care in the safety implications of a 

major name change. 

• Public engagement – While it may be a recommendation from CAPEB to change a name to be 

more francophone, that may not be the preference of those who live there.  Any significant 

changes to road sign names ought to follow our name change policies, which require the 

majority of residents to agree.  We saw this example occur with a road on Surette’s Island, 

where the residents on the road were very split on a road name change, and we ended up 

returning to the original name.  

 

CAO’s Recommendation: ______________________________________________________ 

 

Recommend that if Council wishes to be associated with this project, that a meeting between 

the CAPEB board and Council occur.  Furthermore, this meeting could be expanded to include 

the CDENE representation and allow a broader discussion on what the two organizations’ 

expectations are of Council between now and 2024, and to potentially address wider needs 

other than signage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Suggested motion:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 

Motion if Council is interested in this initiative 

 

Move that the Warden reach out to the Board representatives from the CAPEB (Optionally 

including the CDENE), to organize a joint meeting of Council and the Board to discuss road 

name changes and other matters relating to CMA 2024. 

 

(This motion presumes the result of this meeting would result in a decision of Council 

thereafter,) 

 

Motion if Council is not interested: 

Move that the request to champion the bilingualism road signage project be denied.  


